Transportation & Handling of Marley Roof Tiles

Accessibility

> Palletised tiles are to be loaded onto the trailer so that they are level and do not protrude and thus cause damages.

> Loosely loaded fittings on top of a loaded trailer should be neatly stacked as per photograph.

> Palletised fittings should be shrink-wrapped and secured to wooden pallet.

> Loosely loaded fitting in ridge boxes on a trailer should be neatly stacked as per photograph.

Offloading of Roof Tiles

> Offloading of tiles should be directly next to the trailer. (Do not carry tiles to offloading area)

> Tiles are to be placed in an upright position with the nail hole at the bottom (Nail hole edge of the tile to ground as per photograph)

We know how important it is to find practical information and to keep up with the latest development in Roofing. Visit our website or scan the QR code for more information on the latest in Roofing news, product and tips.

https://www.facebook.com/MarleyRoofingZA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/27058241/

Let us help you!
If any part of this communication is not clear, please dial our friendly Customer Service Unit for advice and/or clarification

CALL 010 600 0284
EMAIL info@marley.co.za
OR VISIT www.marleyroofing.co.za
Tiles are to be stacked to a maximum of three levels.

Fittings are to be packed and stacked neatly on top of the tiles to a maximum of 15 fittings.

Tiles are to be stacked in a neat and tidy way to avoid damage to the tiles/fittings.

**Site examples**

- A desirable site has enough area for load to be accommodated on firm level ground, which is clear of obstructions (other building material etc.) and out of the way of building vehicles and equipment.

- An undesirable site’s area is not sufficient to cater for load quantity; if the ground is not suitably level, if obstructions from other building materials are present and where equipment hinders vehicle movement.

---

**Do’s & Don’t’s!**

**Don’t**

- travel at speeds higher than the speed limit.
- pick up passengers.
- perform unauthorised stops on route.
- overtake vehicles exceeding 40km/hour.
- drive drunk or under the influence of drugs.
- talk on your cell phone while driving.
- deviate from your route.

**Do**

- comply to National Road Transport legislation.
- comply with lock-out procedure.
- keep your headlights on (Policy).
- carry out vehicle inspections.
- adhere to speed limits.
- adhere to traffic signs.
- adhere to applicable rules.